€299,900

Charming, 18th century Mansion,
11200, Ferrals Les Corbieres, Aude, Occitanie

Ref: 342434754

* Available * 5 Beds * 2 Baths * 250m2
This tastefully restored house has the perfect layout to be operated as a b&b, or would also be wonderful for a family with adult
children since there is a seperate, 2 bedroom loft-apartment.

Swimming Pool

Perfect for B&B

Airports at Carcassonne and Montpellier

Railways

Sailing and Beach not far

Golf in area

Tennis locally

Wine Region

Shopping and markets

Popular Tourist Area

Motorways close
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Property Description
This tastefully restored house has the perfect layout to be operated as a b&b, or would also be wonderful for a
family with adult children since there is a seperate, 2 bedroom loft-apartment.
On the ground floor is the private, front garden (perfect for al fresco dining), a breakfast room/kitchen, lounge and
formal dining room. On the first floor we find 3 en-suite bedrooms. In total there are 5 bedrooms, all en-suite.
At a 2 minute walk from the house is a secret garden with fruit trees and an above ground swimming pool.
Ferrals-les-Corbières is a lively village at 30 km from Narbonne. The nearest market town is Lézignan-Corbières at
7 km where you'll find several supermarkets, bakeries, banks, medical services, etc.
Carcassonne airport, with low cost flights to several destinations in the UK and Europe is at 30 minutes, Toulouse
at 1h 30 min, Béziers airport at 1h, Montpellier airport at 1h 40 min. Shopping, beaches, mountains and numerous
historical sites are all within easy reach.
Well situated to the larger cities of Narbonne, Carcassonne and futher afield Perpignan and Montpelier: also close
to Spain, Airports, Motorway links and Railways. Tourism is the second industry of the region and is becoming
increasingly popular for its ancient history and marvellous climate.Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans and Cathars have
all left their mark.
Alistair Lockhart. Property Director, FrenchEntrée " Very impressive quality House"
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